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Executive summary
SPICE is an EU H-2020 project dedicated to research on novel methods for citizen curation of cultural heritage
through an ecosystem of tools co-designed by an interdisciplinary team of researchers, technologists, and
museum curators and engagement experts, and user communities. This technical report D4.5 presents the
initial results of Task 4 of Work Package 4: “Provenance and Process analysis layer“. The focus of this
deliverable is a collection of requirements for provenance and process analysis to be later implemented by
the Linked Data infrastructure under development – the SPICE Linked Data Hub. The analysis of this
deliverable considers state-of-the-art literature and validates its findings against the needs of museums
curators, both from the perspective of the SPICE museums and the pilot studies under development. The
objective is to devise the requirements that a Linked Data Infrastructure should support in order to
streamline the collection and delivery of provenance metadata, as well as monitoring capabilities necessary
for advanced process analytics, for the benefit of data managers and application developers. Alongside
discussing the requirements from the user needs perspective (the museum curators and the citizens), we
also elaborate on how they could be implemented on the Linked Data Hub. This is an interim report that will
be followed by D4.6 in the third year of the project, which will be dedicated to implementation and case
studies.
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1. Introduction
SPICE is an EU H-2020 project dedicated to research on novel methods for citizen curation of cultural heritage
through an ecosystem of tools co-designed by an interdisciplinary team of researchers, technologists,
museum curators and engagement experts, and user communities. The objective of the Work Package 4 is
to research on the application of Linked Data principles to connect cultural objects, collections, and citizen
contributions, into an infrastructure for interoperability and knowledge exchange within citizen curation
activities. While the WP aims at providing the infrastructure for interoperability within the project, by doing
that, its goal is researching on a social media infrastructure that can support museums and technologists
with:
(1) privacy-aware content sharing methods, so that museums can expose their catalogue and digital assets
in a safe and controlled data environment;
(2) methods for expressing and reasoning over fine-grained policies and constraints associated to digital
assets;
(3) linking assets and metadata to support search and discovery capabilities (on top of a secure and controlled
data environment); and
(4) content provenance, usage tracing, and monitoring in order to support large scale analyses of usergenerated, (anonymised) content.
This technical report D4.5 presents the initial results of Task 4 of Work Package 4: “Provenance and Process
analysis layer“. The focus of this deliverable is a collection of requirements for provenance and process
analysis to be later implemented by the Linked Data infrastructure under development – the SPICE Linked
Data Hub. The analysis of this deliverable considers state-of-the-art literature and validates its findings
against the needs of museums curators, both from the perspective of the SPICE museums and the pilot
studies under development (see deliverables 2.3 and 7.5).
Specifically, we analyse requirements towards supporting representation and reasoning about provenance
information, for instance, to raise potential copyright violations or recommend fair practices for the reuse of
derived assets. In addition, we explore potential support for monitoring the use made of asset within the
distributed platform, supporting museum curators (that we call custodians), end users, and application
builders in dealing with potential inconsistencies.
The objectives of this deliverable are: (a) to devise the requirements that a Linked Data Infrastructure should
support in order to streamline the collection and delivery of provenance metadata, focusing on citizen
contributed content; and (b) to define the monitoring capabilities necessary for advanced process analytics,
for the benefit of citizen curation applications. This is an interim report that will be followed by D4.6 in the
third year of the project, which will be dedicated to concrete, supported use cases.
The next Chapter provides an overview of established research in provenance and process representation
and reasoning. Chapter 3 introduces a general use case scenario, devised by abstracting the scenarios of
SPICE pilots, and provides an overview of the core requirements for provenance and process analysis.
Chapters 4 is focused on discussing requirements for provenance and process analysis from the point of view
of data journeys, and considering the potential SPICE Linked Data Hub. Chapter 5 summarises our
contributions and concludes the deliverable.

2. Related work
As we increasingly rely on complex systems to support the management of cultural heritage collections as
well as digitally-mediated systems to enable innovative engagement applications, it becomes important to
equip underlying infrastructures with means for monitoring, capturing, and explaining what users do with
those systems. Recently, since artificial intelligence applications are built using complex data science
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workflows, it has become urgent theat we need to understand, integrate, and explain such workflows
comprehensively and at a higher level of abstraction. The ACM Principles for Algorithmic Transparency and
Accountabilityi emphasise the notions of awareness, audibility, data provenance, and explanation. These
principles reflect the idea that stakeholders should have access to and understand what is going on in
complex applications and the data models that are part of them at the appropriate level of abstraction.
Fortunately, the Semantic Web community developed a variety of knowledge representation formalisms to
capture fundamental elements of data science workflows, such as provenance, data flows, and high-level
activities. Unfortunately, data science workflows are very complex and, although models and techniques for
representing code as a data graph existii, collecting and reasoning on high-level, compact representations is
still an open problem.
We choose to identify a key concept as a driver for our analysis: the broad notion of data journeys. This
concept is receiving increasing attention in the data studies literature. Specifically, the recent edited volume
by Leonelli and Tempiniiii, which brings together different domain perspectives, from plant phenomics to
climate data processing, and presents them through the lens of data journeys. As such, data journeys
incorporate the two fundamental dimensions of our analysis: provenance (what is the lineage of a given data
object) and process (what type of operations/actions are the objects involved with).
Fundamentally, here we argue that the journey a citizen curation object goes through, its lineage or
provenance, is a powerful unit of analysis for making sense of citizen curation applications. Therefore, we
survey related work in provenance and process analysis.
The term citizen curation object is used to refer to any digital resource used or created through the citizen
curation process. This includes: (i) digital representations of artworks and their metadata and museum labels,
(ii) resources that guide the citizen curation activity (e.g. quizzes, interpretation exercises) and (iii) the results
of the activity (e.g. citizen answers, stories, interpretations). The data and metadata associated with the
results of citizen curation activities (e.g. citizen answers to question plus metadata associated with the author
(e.g. their identity and community membership) and content the of the activity (e.g. the text and extracted
featured such as its sentiment and values) is what D3.5 refers to as interaction data.
Provenance is a well-established notion in museum curation, where it is related to ensuring the quality and
lineage of an object as part of the acquisition management phase. This idea has been borrowed by
information science research, that reformulates it as the problem of describing how a certain information
object has been produced, who is responsible for it, and associated usage requirements. This notion is wellknown in other areas such as digital library research, where the importance of understanding the context in
which catalogue metadata is being produced, and the impact that such background has in how the
catalogued items are perceived by the reference community, is well-understoodiv. The need to understand
the provenance of data has been well documented in the data managementv and webvi literature, which has
investigated approaches for representing, extracting, querying, and analysing provenance information. This
includes considering the people as content creators on the web, and advocating for integrating this feature
at the core of the semantic webvii. Indeed, the importance of understanding provenance for web information
led to the W3C Prov standard for provenance interchangeviii as well as the recent Coalition for Content
Provenance and Authenticityix. However, a solution which results in a wide application of provenance
information as a means for tracing content use on the web is still to come. We refer to the two surveys cited
above for more information about provenance systems in semantic web research. It is in this declination that
provenance becomes a relevant concept for SPICE, where the assets produced by citizen curation activities
are supposed to be managed as first-class object in museum archives.
The need to tie data to the workflow that generated it has been recognised in the scientific workflow
communityx. An essential contribution of this line of work is that, for better supporting process analytics,
different granularity levels of activity representations (e.g. high-level tasks in the domain instead of
command-line tool parameters) should be capturedxi,xii. These representations can then be bundled together
with the corresponding data assets and other documentation, creating a research objectxiii that can be
published using web standardsxiv. However, most data science programs are not expressed with such
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workflow formalisms, and it is unrealistic to assume that those could play a key role in the context of cultural
heritage applications.
A complementary perspective relates to capturing data flows directly from within the applications. These
approaches work for workflow systems where tasks and their dependencies are systematically defined, or
for applications that use flexible programming languages. It is the case for data science methodsxv. Therefore,
to perform analytic and assistance, a variety of work has looked at extracting high-level workflow-like
representations from code or logging information. Tessera, for example, has looked at extracting high-level
tasks from logs of exploratory data analysesxvi.
In SPICE we are considering citizen curation as a family of methods reusing a catalogue of components via
guide-templates (scripts) which encode variants of the interpretation/reflection loop across different
museums, engagement activities, and target communities (see deliverables 2.3 and 2.4). In essence, this
viewpoint can strongly benefit from a provenance and process analysis perspective, which is new to the
domain, and that is the object of this deliverable.

3. Citizen Curation: requirements for provenance and process analysis
The scenario below provides motivation and background for analysing requirements in provenance and
process analysis. The scenario and this deliverable particularly focus on citizen contributions rather than
provenance in general. The scenario is an abstraction produced by generalising across elements of the five
SPICE case studies (see D7.5).

Use the Scenarios as baselines for devising analytics requirements (WP2/WP7)

The Citizen Curation process usually begins with the citizen in the role of end-user receiving some prompt or
“call to action” that involves interacting with the collection or exhibition objects of the museum in physical
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and/or digital form. This could take place either on-site or off-site. The specific calls to action differ across
the case studies. In DMH, this may involve selecting an artefact to interact with in the Pop-up Museum. In
GAM, this may involve selecting an artwork with which to tell a story using Emojis. In the case of Hecht, this
may involve selecting an artwork, taking photographs of it and expressing an opinion in response to one of
more questions. In the case of IMMA, this may involve selecting a script associated with a theme and
answering the questions within the script. In the case of MNCN, this may involve selecting a puzzle, solving
the puzzle and expressing opinions related to the topic. In all of these cases, the response produced by the
citizen can be thought of as a form of interpretation in which they share what they think or know about the
exhibit and as well potentially broader topics and themes that the exhibit is used to illustrate. For detailed
case specific user journeys see D2.3.
The call to action can also be an invitation to produce an activity to be carried out by other citizens, rather
than to take part in a previously created activity. For example, in IMMA this could involve the citizen creating
a script to be used by other visitors. In MNCN, this could involve school children creating a new puzzle that
could be used on future school or informal visits. This type of response to a call to action can be described as
a mediation, as it is intended to mediate someone else’s interaction with a museum object or exhibition.
A third call to action can involve evaluating prior interpretations. These could be interpretations made by
yourself or by others. This evaluation could lead to a particular type of response such as rating, agreeing,
disagreeing or liking other interpretations. This type of activity, where the focus is other’s responses rather
than the artefact can be described as a form of reflection.
In practice a call to action could comprise one or more of these types of response. For example, a longer,
composite call to action could involve creating an activity (mediation), taking part in the activity
(interpretation) and later evaluating interpretations produced through the activity by yourself and others
(reflection).
The resulting responses (whether reflections, interpretations or mediations) can be curated by the museum
custodian. One form of curation is to select responses for reuse as part of the museum’s public facing
resources. For example, opinions expressed in an activity at Hecht may be reused and presented to other
visitors as examples of opinions similar or different to their own. DMH or GAM visitors may access stories
authored by previous visitors. IMMA or MNCN may access interpretations and/or mediations created by
other visitors. The process of curating responses for reuse may be carried out manually by the custodian,
may be system automated by the recommender component, or potentially a combination of both.
The museum custodian can also use the citizen responses for different types of analysis. This can be used to
gain a better understanding of the museum’s audience and what they think about the museum’s current
public offering. Analysis can be centred on activities, artefacts or users. Activity-centric analysis investigates
how citizens respond to particular activities or types of activity. This could involve, for example, exploring the
range of answers given to a question or puzzle, or the emotional content of responses produced in a
storytelling activity. Artefact-centric analysis investigates the nature of responses associated with a particular
artwork. This could consider the different ways in which the artwork is interpreted. User-centric analysis
investigates the range of responses produced by particular users or user groups. This could involve comparing
the interpretations of citizens from different community groups or having different demographic profiles (for
more information on communities, see D3.5).
Activity, artefact and user centric analysis can also be used in any combination. For example, analysis could
consider how responses to an artwork are affected by the nature of the activity, combining activity and
artefact-centric analysis. Similarly, analysis could consider how different community groups respond to the
same activity and/or artwork.
Analysis can also focus not only on single responses, but interconnected chains of responses. For example,
an opinion expressed by one visitor may be reused in other activities, in which another visitor agrees or
disagrees with the opinion expressed. Analysis could consider, for example, the volume of responses within
a chain and the level of agreement or disagreement they contain, as also suggested in D2.4.
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The citizen curator takes the role of owner since they are the authors of any response they have contributed
to. As well as maintaining rights over their contribution the owner may wish to trace its reuse. For example,
a student may wish to see answers to a puzzle that they have authored, or a visitor expressing an opinion
may wish to see how others have reacted to their opinion. Although the citizen curator may retain ownership
of their response, the custodian has responsibility for the museum’s public offering, which may contain
citizen responses. Essentially, the custodian has an editorial responsibility even for content that was not
authored by the museum.
Requirements relate to two main actors: the citizen curator as the author and owner of the response, and
the custodian who has editorial responsibility over the publication of responses. Some of the requirements
below may or may not apply depending on the editorial model adopted, for example, whether the custodian
as editor can unilaterally edit a citizen curator’s contribution, or whether the citizen curator needs to approve
or be informed of the change.
Citizen curator:
•
•
•
•
•

R0 – Intellectual property. Content is contributed under an agreed copyright and terms of use
framework (established by the museum and/or the citizen).
R1 – Understand moderation. Understand the publication status of their responses, e.g. whether the
response was held for moderation and the outcome.
R2 - Monitor use. Monitor use made of their response in activities and public presentations of their
citizen response.
R3 - Monitor response chains. Monitor response chains in which their response features and how
other citizens reacted to their response.
R4 – Monitor editorial changes. Monitor and potentially approve editorial changes made by the
custodian to their contributions

Custodian:
•
•
•
•
•
•

R5 – Publish responses. Convey the publication status of responses to their authors, e.g. whether
under review or published
R6 – Monitor contributions. Monitor the suitability of responses for public presentation
R7 – Monitor changes. Monitor changes to citizen contributions and potentially citizen approval of
editorial changes
R8 – Analyse activities. Monitor responses to different types of activity
R9 – Analyse artefacts. Monitor responses to different types of artefacts
R10 – Analyse communities. Monitor responses by different user communities

The editorial model may change across the various use cases but the common requirement is that actions on
content need to be traced and decorated with provenance information, specifically, who is the creator and
owner of the produced content and what pre-existing content has been referenced or reused.
To conclude this section, we note how many of the requirements in this list are related to issues that we
identified at an early stage of the project (see Deliverable 4.1). Table 1 summarises how these new
requirements are related to the ones of D4.1 and, in addition, to the ones expressed in the peer-reviewed
articlexvii.
Table 1. Relation between provenance and process analysis requirements and requirements expressed in
D4.1 and in the ACM JOCCH article.
R
R1/
R2/
R3/
R4

Description
Understand
Moderation;
Monitor
use;
monitor response

D4.1 Requirement

Target

JOCCH
Requirement

[AnalyseUsage]

access
and
usage of my
data

owner:know
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chains;
changes.

R0

R0
R0

R2/
R3

R6/
R7

R3

R0

monitor

Intellectual
property

[ExpressCopyright]

the
copyright
associated with
digital assets in
my collection

Intellectual
property
Intellectual
property
Monitor
use/response
chains

[GrantRecovery]

terms of
granted

[MonitorAccess]

access to my
data

enduser:copyright

Understand
information about
copyright and terms
and
conditions
associated to the
digital assets in an
accessible way

builder:viewterms

Review the terms of
use associated to a
digital assets

owner:know

Ability to know how
the digital asset is
used

custodian:monitor

Monitor
content
integrated into the
archive to raise
issues with relation
to
copyright
infringement
or
privacy law

custodian:usage

Monitor, trace, and
analyse the usage of
the assets by third
parties

custodian:copyrigh
t

Declare
the
intellectual property
(copyright)
associated with the
assets

use

Monitor
contributions/chan
ges

Monitor
chains

custodian:copyrigh
t

Declare
the
intellectual property
(copyright)
associated with the
assets

response

Intellectual
property

[MultipleRightsAspect
s]

that
multiple
subjects
hold
copyrights on
different
aspects of the
digital asset

4. Citizen curation: a data journeys perspective
In this section we provide a discussion of the requirements from the perspective of a data journey.
The notion of data journey has been discussed in the data studies literature. Specifically, as discussed in
Section 2, Leonelli defined it as the ``movement of data from their production site to many other sites in which
they are processed, mobilised and re-purposed.''. The work in data studies emphasises the difficulty of
understanding data journeys empirically because of a multitude of perspectives. Our definition has the
objective of being consistent with the one of Leonelli but also to relate with the literature from Web
semantics, specifically, data provenance. Hence, we introduce a layered semantics perspective to the
definition of data journeysxviii:
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a Data Journey is a multi-layered, semantic representation of a data processing activity, linked to the digital
assets involved (code, components, data).
Thus, a journey is multi-layered, as to allow a multiplicity of perspectives that can be overlaid to describe the
process. This multiplicity can help to capture (parts of) the context around a data journey while still allowing
for computational analysis to be performed. Hierarchical, because any useful representation needs to be
linked to the concrete assets involved, either directly or via intermediate abstractions. In this work, we
conceptualise data journeys in the following layered structure:
-

-

-

Resources: resources used in the data journey such as artwork images, metadata records, data
sources, licencing information, and terms of use, each one identified by a Linked Data entity URI.
Event Logs: human readable descriptions of operations produced by runtime processes, for human
auditing, such as a Web server requests or entries in a distributed ledger. For example, a citizen
curation activity that generates a response.
Datanode Graph: as defined inxix, a graph of data-to-data relationships, such as variables, imported
libraries, and input and output resources. Such abstraction provides a structure of the data flows,
abstracting from issues such as control flow, and focusing on data-to-data dependencies.
Activity Graph: a graph of high-level activities, inspired by the notion of Workflow Motifsxx. In the
context of citizen curation, these can be specialisations of the general scenario introduced in Section
3 (call to action, generates response, reuse response, etc...).

While the first two components pre-exist the data journey, i.e. they do not pertain to the knowledge level,
the remaining represent two distinct, although interconnected, representation layers. It is worth noting that
our definition is open-ended and allows for multiple (even alternative) perspectives to co-exist.
In our reference scenario, citizen responses may be generated by users interacting with a mobile application,
when the underlying system (the app itself) generates a new event log referencing the artifact, the type of
engagement activity, and the response. After that, a curator could pick up the generated content and modify
it, to remove, for example, personally identifiable information. Another citizen may receive a notification, via
another citizen engagement system in SPICE, asking to react to that original response. The new user
comments with an emoticon, and the underlying infrastructure record the new event.
Event logs deals with the problem of capturing provenance information. In the SPICE Linked Data Hub, we
are developing an activity monitoring layer that has the purpose of recording events from connected citizen
curation applications, linking catalogued artifacts with citizen responses, and make them reusable for
analysis. The backbone representational layer will be the established W3C Prov-O data modelxxi. The model
can be further extended covering the specificity of citizen curation artifacts and activities. Crucially, the model
should cover metadata including ownership and terms of use of the involved assets at the time of the event.
It is worth noting how such representational layer is agnostic with respect to the underlying technology.
Event logs described as such could be stored in a traditional relational database, in a graph database, or in a
blockchain (generating non-fungible tokens - NFT).
However, such event logs constitute information that needs to be reused by further activities, from both
citizens and museum practitioners. The Linked Data layer should provide provenance information as part of
its service provision, allowing data managers to (curators, developers) to review the information via the
Linked Data Hub interface, as well as providing such information to authorized third-party applications
(primarily, the one triggering the event). This can be achieved by extending the HTTP protocol and provide
an additional, dedicated HTTP response header. Such header may link any served content to the related
provenance description. In summary, for each request to the LDH Web API, an equivalent request will be
possible to a provenance endpoint. Such endpoint will provide provenance information, tailored to the
credentials of the requesting system. For example, by requesting a specific citizen response, the citizen
curation application will be able to know who produced that response, whether it was authored and by
whom. Similarly, when a citizen curation script uses an artifact image, the provenance layer will describe how
that metadata record entered the LDH, and link to the original source, being it the museums’ Website or the
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CMS. Crucially, provenance information will include the usage policies applicable to that context so that
applications can adapt and mediate intelligently with their users.
Provenance resources such as data source or terms of use may be associated to a whole collection of linked
data entities (such as catalogue metadata). However, catalogue-level terms of use may not be applicable to
all items in the same way, as specific artwork images, for example, may have different terms of use. In
addition, HTTP requests may vary and refer to multiple linked data entities. One problem that arises relates
to the necessity to manage a wide amount of provenance information, potentially for each possible
request/response. Duplicating this information for each possible entity URI (or event request) in the Linked
Data space would be inefficient (in terms of resources) and overwhelming for the data managers. Deriving
provenance information requires to develop an intelligent method that is able to propagate relevant data
from neighbour objects, when applicable (e.g. considering the terms of use of the catalogue metadata for all
its records, without the need of duplicating information). Such system should be able to provide provenance
information on-demand.
The editorial workflow sketched in Section 3 can only be managed if the infrastructure is capable of recording
what citizen curators and custodians do with the managed content. Capturing usage activities is a crucial
requirement for citizen curation. We discussed Event Logs, above, as one foundational layer of data journeys.
Usage analytics is a wide area of application on the Web, whose main domain is marketing and
advertisement. In our case, the linked data layer needs to record logs about citizen curation activities,
covering the whole scenario depicted in Section 3. Such records should be made available to the curators for
analytics purposes. Crucially, the Linked Data Hub should be able to provide a high-level representation of
how a certain asset (artifact, image, etc...) is being used, by whom, and for what purpose, in SPICE
applications.
The resulting workflows will generate a collection of activities associated with assets and related metadata.
To support this complexity, systems need to reason on composite terms of use. Citizen curation applications
may generate composite objects, including images of artefacts, curators’ notes (e.g. questions of a slow
looking activity), and citizen contributed content. Applications should make users aware of the difference in
terms of use associated with each one of them. Potentially, an intelligent system could raise issues in relation
to intended use (using an exemplary workflow to verify agreement with current policies). When terms of use
affect access control, relevant users should be notified and instructed on what type of actions are needed to
ensure a continued availability of resources. For example, when an owner changes the terms of use of an
image, they should be notified that there are applications having rights to access that image for a purpose
that should not be allowed anymore. In this case, the owner may decide to either revoke the permission or
restore the original policies. Similarly, curators shall know if a citizen does not want their content to be used
anymore, and such changes should be made available to all the users and citizen curation applications
affected.
By representing the events in the linked data layer as data journeys, we can support analytics covering
different dimensions, an important need of museum curators in SPICE (see Requirements R8, R9, and R10).
Curators can use the data journeys in order to explore the responses to a given artifact, responses of a given
community, or how different activities relate. Such representation can be leveraged by an analytics
dashboard able to support curators in exploring the contributions from a multiplicity of perspectives.

5. Conclusions
In this deliverable, we analysed citizen curation from the perspective of provenance and process analysis.
We designed a general editorial workflow for managing citizen contributions in the context of citizen curation
activities, considering the heterogeneity of use cases under development in WP7. From this scenario, we
derived a set of user requirements that a Linked Data Infrastructure should support in order to streamline
the collection and delivery of contributed content, to benefit of data managers and application developers.
In addition, we focused on discussing requirements for provenance and process analysis from the point of
view of data journeys, and considering the potential SPICE Linked Data Hub. This is an interim report that will
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be followed by D4.6 in the third year of the project, which will be dedicated to how they are implemented
on the Linked Data Hub, referencing concrete, supported use cases.
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